Mitigation of conflicts with automation: use of cognitive countermeasures.
The aim of this study was to empirically assess the efficacy of cognitive countermeasures based on the technique of information removal to enhance human operator attentional disengagement abilities when facing attentional tunneling. Lessons learned from human factors studies suggest that conflict with automation leads to the degradation of operators' performance by promoting excessive focusing on a single task to the detriment of the supervision of other critical parameters. An experimental setup composed of a real unmanned ground vehicle and aground station was developed to test the efficiency of the cognitive countermeasures.The scenario (with and without countermeasure) involved an authority conflict between the participants and the robot induced by a battery failure.The effects of the conflict and, in particular, the impact of cognitive countermeasures on the participants' cognition and arousal were assessed through heart rate measurement and eye tracking techniques. In the control group (i.e., no countermeasure), 8 out of 12 participants experienced attentional tunneling when facing the conflict, leading them to neglect the visual alarms displayed that would have helped them to understand the evolution of the tactical situation. Participants in the countermeasure group showed lower heart rates and enhanced attentional abilities, and 10 out of 11 participants made appropriate decisions. The use of cognitive countermeasures appeared to be an efficient means to mitigate excessive focus issues in the unmanned ground vehicle environment. The principle of cognitive countermeasures can be applied to a large domain of applications involving human operators interacting with critical systems.